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ABSTRACT

Natural disasters, mental illnesses, injuries, and crime are all known factors that lead to stress (Casarella 2020). People were in various levels of confinement due to Coronavirus all over the world, leading to job loss and inability to finance basic living expenses. This study evaluated the relationship between stress and income by surveying different socio-economic groups. All the participants took a PSS (Perceived Stress Scale) and SRRS (Social Readjustment Rating Scale) test that included questions about race, age range, income range, and the number of times they think about Coronavirus each day. Dr. Cohen's 2009 PSS score samples of the American population were used as a baseline measurement for the pre-Coronavirus stress score levels. The stress level fluctuation was calculated by subtracting participants' survey scores from Cohen's scores to determine the overall stress level change. A p-value of 0.00000001196 for the lower-income group (<$30k/yr) and a p-value of 0.01214 for the higher income group (>$_91k/yr) was obtained using the independent-t-test. These p-values supported the alternative hypothesis proposed in this study that there is a more significant change in the stress levels spanning the onset and duration of the Coronavirus pandemic in members of a lower socioeconomic bracket (<$30,000/yr) than of people in a higher income bracket (>$_91,000/yr). The results revealed that the PSS score of the 65 years and older group had increased the most and no significant difference in stress scores between racial groups. Additionally, people who think about Coronavirus more frequently have higher PSS scores.

Introduction

The body's response to any change that needs an adjustment or action is called stress. The body tends to respond to this change with a mental, physical, or emotional response (Cleveland Clinic 2015). Stress can be caused by many factors, including bodily injuries, mental illnesses, national disasters, natural disasters, and crime (Casarella 2020). While stress is inevitable, it can be healthy and may help people complete tasks more efficiently (Ulifeline 2020). However, too much stress can be hazardous and can also lead to a multitude of unhealthy disorders such as anxiety, depression, high blood pressure, personality disorder, heart attacks, and stroke (WebMD 2019).

Currently, all over the world, people are experiencing confinement and quarantine for the first time due to Coronavirus or COVID-19. The recent quarantine has caused a lot of change across the globe, such as widespread unemployment. Unemployment in the United States has been increasing astronomically due to Coronavirus. In the United States, the unemployment rate has risen from 1.4 million to 7.1 million in March (bls.gov 2020). According to ET Bureau (2017), job loss can have a tremendous psychological impact on all the individuals of a family.

People are also very concerned about being infected with the COVID-19 virus due to its very high contagiousness and unclear routes of spread, which has been discussed often in the media (Taylor 2020). About half of the American population reports that the coronavirus pandemic has been afflicting their mental health. A federal hotline has experienced a 1,000% increase in people that are emotionally distressed from April last year (Wan 2020). To educate people and decrease spread, public health officials have discussed warnings and possible projections, including high mortality rates of up to potentially millions of people repeatedly via multiple media outlets. In addition to fear of catching the virus and of death, there has been an adverse reaction to confinement. One early reaction from
people included purchasing large amounts of food, water, and toilet paper due to the Coronavirus pandemic (Taylor 2020). There have been shortages in stores of face masks, as well due to manufacturing issues and even hoarding of masks (Taylor 2020). Many people on the front lines of the disease were unable to receive the proper personal protective equipment (PPE), such as doctors, nurses, and couriers. All of these new changes due to COVID-19, caused more fear of infection, loss of income, loss of shelter, and loss of food and were bound to compound stress.

There are minimal published studies on the COVID-19 virus due to its recent discovery in December 2019. However, its spread has led to a worldwide Coronavirus pandemic that has infected people across various races and socioeconomic statuses. Many people began applying for unemployment insurance. According to the New York Times (2020), the United States has 20 million unemployment claims, a statistic that has not been seen since the Great Depression of the 1920s. This experiment compares the change of stress levels and life change index between people earning a lower income and people earning higher income during the Coronavirus pandemic. It is anticipated that people in a lower income bracket, which is defined by the HHS 2020 guidelines in the US as $26,200 and below for a family of four, have experienced more stress and a higher life change index due to the Coronavirus as compared to families of the middle and upper class (ASPE 2020). Furthermore, this study explores the relationship between stress and race as there is a published correlation between race and income. 63% of immigrants that are low income are Hispanic. Of native-born Americans, black people make up 53% of low-income earners. White Americans have the lowest percentages of people with low income in both the immigrant and native categories (Simms and Fortuny et al. 2009). In Chicago, 45% of the Coronavirus cases are African Americans. In Albany, Georgia, 81% of the African American population that contracted the Coronavirus have died (Taylor 2020). African Americans have the highest probability of dying from the Coronavirus due to a lack of investment in healthcare in African American communities (Wolfe 2020).

The alternative hypothesis for the experiment was: There is a greater difference in the stress levels pre and during the Coronavirus pandemic of those earning a lower income (<$30,000/yr) than of people earning a higher income (>91,000/yr). The null hypothesis was: There is not a significant difference in the stress levels events pre and during the Coronavirus pandemic of those earning a lower income (<$30,000/yr) than of people earning a higher salary (>91,000/yr).

Materials and Methods

The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) test was administered as a survey to the American population to see whether average stress levels have increased more in low-income communities than in affluent ones. The study collected data on demographics, including race and age, to evaluate for other possible factors that could affect stress levels aside from the independent variable for the experiment, which was different income levels. The dependent variables were different stress levels as determined by PSS and SRRS (Social Readjustment Rating Scale) scores. Only the PSS scores were used to determine the p-values. The relationship between race and income levels was also assessed to evaluate if there is also a correlation between those two variables. Stress levels were calculated using the standard PSS test and SRRS test to elicit the participant's score (Figures 1 and 2). In addition, another survey question was, "How often do you think about the Coronavirus daily." Participants were then categorized based on whether they thought about the Coronavirus more than five times a day or less than five times a day. This allowed a comparison to be made between the stress levels of the people who thought about the Coronavirus more frequently versus those who thought about it less. Demographic information, including a participant's age ranges and race, were also obtained. Participants' age ranges were divided into the following groups: 18-24 years, 25-34 years, 35-44 years, 45-54 years, 55-64 years, and 65 years and above (Figure 3). The participants were also asked to select which race they identified with. The options were: African American, Asian, Hispanic/Latino, Caucasian, Native American, and other (Figure 2). Participants were allowed to select more than one option. Respondents were also asked whether they resided in the United States of America as only participants who lived in the US were included in the data pool. In order to protect participants' identities, this survey remained anonymous.
The survey was delivered through the platform "findparticipants.com" in order to minimize bias. The goal was to recruit at least 250 participants to increase the diversity of participants. In order to reach that goal, a sample of convenience was also used. The combination of the two sampling techniques resulted in a total sample size of 300 respondents. Participants' results were categorized by race, age, the number of times they thought about the Coronavirus, and income. The average scores in these categories were used to find the mean PSS score in each of the categories. These calculations were then compared to Dr. Cohen's PSS scores from his 2009 study. After the data was organized, it was determined that it followed a normal distribution, and the independent-t-test was performed. The data was analyzed and organized on Google Sheets (Figure 4).

Results

The t-test revealed a greater increase in stress for people earning a lower income (less than $30,000/yr) compared to people earning a higher salary ($91,000 and more/yr). The average PSS score of participants with a salary above $91,000/yr (n=135) was 18.56. The average PSS score for people with a salary of less than $30,000/yr (n=41) was 26.395 (Figure 1). There was an 8.6 difference between average PSS score for people with an income of <$30k/yr in 2009 (Dr. Cohen 2009) and in 2020; however, there was a 3.8 difference between average PSS score for people with an income of $>91k/yr in 2009 (Dr. Cohen 2009) and 2020. The p-values verifying the results are 0.00000001196 (<$30,000/yr) and 0.012 ($91,000+/yr). The SRRS scores also showed that during the Coronavirus pandemic, people with a salary of less than $30,000 per annum experienced more stress-inducing events. The average SRRS score for a person earning an income of less than $30,000 per annum was 238.4, while people earning a salary of above $91,000 per annum had an SRRS score of 158.42 (Figure 2).

The descriptive statistics from this study revealed that African American/Black people (n=135) had the greatest increase in stress due to the Coronavirus based on PSS scores. They had a 4.178 increase in points compared to the other races whose scores all experienced an increase of fewer than 3.5 points (Figure 3). The Caucasian group (n=84) had the highest SRRS score of 177.35, while the lowest SRRS average was Hispanic/Latino group (n=59) with a score of 171.378 (Figure 5).

The aged 65 years and older group (n=10) had the highest increase in the PSS score from Dr. Cohen’s 2009 results. The 65 years and older group’s score increased by 12.36 points. This increased more than any other age group; all the other groups had an increase from one to three points., with the exception of the 18-25 years age group (n=22), who also experienced a larger increase of 9.4 points (Figure 6). The SRRS scores for the 65 years and older group were also the highest (244.1) with the 18-25 years group following close behind (206.1). This data matches the dramatic increase in PSS scores from 2009.

Participants who thought about the Coronavirus less than five times a day (n=82) had an average PSS score of 16.72. Their average was lower than people who thought about the Coronavirus 5 times or more a day (n=212), whose average was 20.825 (Figure 8). This pattern was also seen in SRRS scores. People who thought about the Coronavirus 5 or more times a day had an SRRS score of 177.514, while people who thought about the Coronavirus less than five times a day had an SRRS score of 175.41 (Figure 9). People who thought about the Coronavirus more than five times a day, have been experiencing more stressful life events due to the Coronavirus and have higher PSS scores.

Discussion

It can be concluded that there is a significantly greater increase in the stress levels spanning the onset and duration of the Coronavirus pandemic for those earning a lower income (<$30,000/yr) than for those earning a higher income (> $91,000/yr) with a confidence level of 98% and p values of .00000001196 (<$30,000/yr) and 0.012 (> $91,000/yr). This means that there are statistically significant differences in the increase in PSS scores between people earning an
income of less than $30,000/yr compared to a person with an income of greater than $91,000/yr. When comparing descriptive statistics, one can see that the differences in averages between the scores from Dr. Cohen's 2009 research and the scores from this study for the $30,000/yr and lower groups were 8.6 (Figure 1). This difference is more than one and a half times as great as the stress differential for people who earn an income of greater than $91,000/yr.

This significant increase in difference is likely due to the number of stressful situations people making less than $30,000 a year were experiencing. According to the SRRS scores collected in the surveys, people earning an income of less than $30,000 per annum, were experiencing more stressful life events due to Coronavirus pandemic, such as change in responsibilities at work and change in financial state. This group had an average score of 238.421, while the group earning $91,000/yr or more had an average score of 159.64 (Figure 2). In April of 2020, half of the lower-income individuals reported wage or job loss due to the Coronavirus pandemic (Parker and others 2020). This may account for a lot of the stress that low-income individuals were experiencing since job loss is one of the most stressful life-altering events (Mckay 2020). A few cities, like Philadelphia and New York City, were also experiencing Coronavirus testing inequality (Lubrano 2020). People with higher incomes were experiencing faster covid antibody testing rates than low-income individuals, which may have contributed to the stress increase in lower-income individuals.

According to their PSS score, people over the age of 65 years also had the highest increase in stress when comparing the different age groups. The average SRRS score for the participants who were 65 yrs and older was 297.89. The 65 and older range also had the highest SRRS scores compared to the other age groups (Figure 7). Their stress score was 23.4 (Figure 6). This pattern is very different from Dr. Cohen's 2009 study, where the 65 and older age group had the lowest stress rates. The health-related nature of the stressor can explain this difference. Older people are more susceptible to the Coronavirus and have the highest death rates among the different age groups (Britt 2020). According to immune biologist Janko Nikolich-Zurich, “Older people are not as good at reacting to microorganisms they have not encountered before” (Begley 2020). This may account for a large number of deaths and stress in the 65 and older range. Natural disasters such as Coronavirus affect a wide range of people, especially the elderly, low-income communities, and children (Sheikh, 2020). This explains some of the patterns in the data collected. The 65 years and older range had the highest PSS and SRRS scores followed closely by the 18-25 group (Figures 6 and 7). According to the American Psychological Association (APA) (2012), Millennials struggle the most with managing stress and stressful situations. The APA concluded that this is because it is harder to live a healthy lifestyle as a millennial in the United States. Millennials are more likely to engage in unhealthy stress-relieving methods like drugs and drinking (APA 2012). This may account for the increase that the 18-25 group has experienced when handing stress that may come from the coronavirus pandemic. According to the APA, the Mature age group (aged 65 and older) have the lowest stress rates. The APA predicts this is because most seniors are retired, but experience more health concerns that affect their family. The data that the APA collected is very different from the data collected in this study. This can be due to the low amount of Matures that took the survey that was used for this experiment (n=10). This difference also might be due to the participants who took this survey may be experiencing more risk to the Coronavirus due to their increased susceptibility to a deadly virus (APA 2012).

The results that were received about race were very different than expected or predicted. It was expected that the black and Hispanic category would get a higher score than the white category. According to the National Institutes of Health, African Americans and Latino people have, on average more chronic stress, higher risk for depression, and more unhealthy behaviors than their White counterparts (Newton 2018). Black people are also up to 33% of those who have been hospitalized with the Coronavirus, while they represent only 13% of the American population (Aubrey 2020). According to Dr. Cohen's data from 2009, there was a small difference of .2 in PSS scores between the racial demographics of Black and White. When comparing the average PSS score in the different racial categories of Dr. Cohen’s 2009 study, one can see that the difference between the Hispanic and white group was 2 points. The Hispanic category had the highest PSS score. Based on the data received from the surveys, the Caucasian group had a higher SRRS score than the other groups of color. The data collected in this experiment is most similar to Dr. Cohen's results. After looking at the individual results for each category on the race's SRRS test, it can be determined that the highest
score, white people, is not statistically significant (Figure 5). All the racial groups have been equally affected by the Coronavirus based on the SRRS test. The African American’s participant’s SRRS average was 172.1 while the Hispanic/Latino average was 171. The average White participant’s SRRS score was 177(Figure 5). Dr. Assari (2016) hypothesizes that Black Americans might be more resilient to stress than white Americans. Many people of color, including black people have been susceptible to minority stress. Minority stress is the anxiety that comes from experiencing everyday acts of discrimination. Many minorities have developed a strong resilience to help cope with the added stress experiencing daily acts of discrimination (Reynolds 2018). This may explain why African Americans have similar stress levels compared to White Americans. African Americans may be experiencing more loads of stress due to minority stress, but developed a resilience for this stress along with the stress of being an active member in this society. This may account for the very similar PSS scores that Dr. Cohen and this experiment experienced between these racial categories.

The participants who thought about the Coronavirus less than five times a day had a lower PSS score of 16.66, while those who thought about the Coronavirus 5 or more times had a higher score of 20.8 (Figure 8). Studies show that a stream of thoughts or jumbled thoughts can cause stress and this may account for the increased stress scores that people who think about the Coronavirus 5 or more times a day experience (Mayo Clinic 2020). People who ruminate or overthink certain ideas or topics tend to hyperbolize their situations and add more stress to their situations. Overthinking, rumination, along with pressure can lead to more stress (CCL 2020).

For future research, instead of comparing research to Dr. Cohen's PSS results in 2009, the data collected can be compared to the APA's research in 2012. In place of the PSS test, the 10-point test created by the same Dr. Cohen, would be used to determine participants’ stress levels. The 10-point test is very similar to the PSS test and both are considered accurate. The 10-point test would be used to better compare the data retrieved from the survey to APA’s results because the APA used the 10-point test to analyze their data. If the APA’s data was used, the increases in stress could be compared throughout different cities like New York and Los Angeles. Furthermore, this more recent data would serve as a better comparison because it was taken after social media, such as Instagram, became very popular. Due to the addictive nature of social media, people can get hooked relatively quickly. As soon as one logs in, it is an addition of stress because one feels the need to be constantly updated with the present world. Social media also decreases sleep quality and isolates people (Linetti 2019). Professor Tarafdar states that people are increasing their stress levels and falling into addictive patterns; people are using their stressor (social media) as a flawed coping mechanism (Hillard 2019). This may account for the increase in all stress categories between PSS scores in 2009 and the data collected in this experiment. A figure showing the differences in increase between each income range in PSS score.

Figures

Figure 1. A figure showing the differences in increase between each income range in PSS score.
Figure 2. A figure showing the differences in SRRS scores between the different income ranges.

Figure 3. A figure showing the different increases in PSS score in the different Races.

Figure 4. A figure showing the Google Sheets platform that was used to organize data for this study.

Figure 5. A figure showing the differences in SRSS score between the different Races (White n=79; Black n=132, Hispanic/Latino n=52).
**Figure 6.** A figure showing the increase in PSS scores between the different Age Groups.

**Figure 7.** A figure comparing the different average SRRS scores of each age group (18-25 n=22, 25-34 n=51, 35-44 n=90, 45-54 n=88, 55-64 n=39, 65 and older n=10).

**Figure 8.** A figure comparing the different PSS scores of people who think about the Coronavirus less than 5 times a day and people who think about the Coronavirus 5 and more times a day.
Figure 9. A figure comparing the different SRRS scores of people who think about the Coronavirus less than 5 times a day and people who think about the Coronavirus 5 and more times a day.
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